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LAFAYETTE COUNTY

AUTOMOBILE

NEGLIGENCE VERDICT 
An Ole Miss student was involved in a right-of-
way crash in Oxford in September of 2019. She
had a green light as she traveled on Jackson
Avenue at its intersection with Rebel Drive.
Suddenly from the opposite direction she was
struck by another Ole Miss student who turned
left in front of her. It was a hard impact and the
airbags in the plaintiff’s car deployed. The
plaintiff was taken by private car to a local ER
where she was treated and released for a
concussion and soft-tissue symptoms. The
claimant continued to complain of post-traumatic
migraines. Her medical bills were approximately
$24,000. 
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The plaintiff used an IME expert in ER/Disability Medicine, Dr. Ralph
Bell.  He confirmed her injuries. It was noted that in May of 2020
(eight months post-crash), the plaintiff was released by her treating
neurologist. The defense suggested this was the end of causation to
any injury. The plaintiff countered that the gap in care in the Spring
of 2020 was related to Covid. The defendant also employed an IME
doctor, Rance Wilborn, a Neurologist from Memphis. The expert 
 concluded there was no concussion in the first place, and even if there
was one, the ongoing symptoms were not crash related. This jury found
the defendant solely at fault and rejected any apportionment to the
plaintiff. A general award of $52,186 was given to the plaintiff based
on her damages.

Attorney Spotlight

Jeremy D. Hawk
Jeremy was born and raised on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. He
received his undergraduate degree from the University of South
Alabama in Mobile where he graduated with a B.A. in English in
2000. He then attended law school at Mississippi College School
of Law in Jackson where he was the recipient of the Victor Mavar
scholarship and graduated in 2003 with his Juris Doctor.
Following law school, Jeremy was a partner at a regional law firm
gaining 16 years of experience in Mississippi practice.

Jeremy is a trial attorney who handles a variety of legal matters in
both state and federal courts throughout Mississippi. He is a AV
Preeminent Rated and a Silver Client Champion with Martindale
Hubbell and Lawyers.com. Jeremy is the Mississippi
representative for Eagle International Associates (www.eagle-
law.com), which is an international network of independent law
firms, adjusters and claims related service providers throughout
the United States, Canada and Europe. 

Jeremy’s practice focuses on the defense of general personal
injury matters for individuals, companies and insurance carriers.
Jeremy’s practice also includes the defense of motor vehicle
accidents, premises liability,professional liability and E&0 claims,
insurance coverage disputes, bad faith litigation, trucking
defense, employment and labor defense and other general
insurance defense matters. Jeremy has tried numerous jury cases
to verdict in both state and federal courts in Mississippi.

http://www.eagle-law.com/


The plaintiff had a long history of back pain and had used opioids. He also
suffered from depression. On the night of October of 2014, he was preparing to
jump from a bridge in Jackson County in an effort to die by suicide. Sheriff
deputies talked the plaintiff down after three hours and took him to the ER at
Singing River Hospital. He arrived at the hospital at 5:56 a.m. – an hour later
he was seen by an ER doctor, Benjamin Hudson. Hudson evaluated the plaintiff
and appreciated his suicidal gesture. Hudson concluded that the plaintiff had
been depressed because of chronic pain but was otherwise lucid, stable and
not suicidal. He made a referral for a psychiatric consult. A decision was made
at 8:32 a.m. to discharge the plaintiff from the hospital. This was just five
hours since he began his initial suicide attempt. At the time this decision was
made, the plaintiff was alone in the hospital and did not have a way home.
Hospital staff did not contact anyone in his family. The plaintiff was able to
reach his adult daughter for a ride. As the plaintiff was headed to his home,
the vehicle stopped on the bridge in Moss Point. He got out of the car and
jumped into the Escatawpa River below. The plaintiff suffered fatal trauma in
the fall.

DEFENSE VERDICT IN MED-MAL
ACTION IN JACKSON COUNTY



The plaintiff’s estate (seeking wrongful death damages) filed a
lawsuit against Hudson and the hospital. They blamed his suicide on
their combined failure to treat him after his arrival at the hospital.
The claim against the hospital (a state actor) was governed by the
MTCA. The plaintiff’s theory alleged that plaintiff should have been
admitted to the hospital and/or placed on a 24/48 hour hold. It was
argued that with this intervention, plaintiff would not have died by
suicide. The wrongful death damages represented both the non-
economic and economic damages of the estate. The deceased’s
daughter presented a derivative negligent infliction of emotional
distress claim that was predicated on her horror and distress at
seeing her father’s suicide. These damages would be in addition to
those awarded to the estate. Hudson defended the case that his
evaluation was appropriate and that, at the time he made a
psychiatric consult, the deceased was lucid and non-suicidal. He also
developed proof there is no “gold standard” for treatment in this
circumstance and suicide can be extremely difficult to predict. Finally,
Hudson argued there was no reason for him to contest the outcome of
the psychiatric consult. The defense also sought to apportion fault to
the decedent (he’d lied about his suicide intentions) as well as to the
hospital. 

The case was tried to a jury against Hudson only – the record is not
clear (settlement or otherwise) as to the resolution of the claim
against the hospital. Its duties did remain in issue for purposes of
apportionment. The jury answered that Hudson was not negligent and
thus did not reach a separate query of whether his negligence was a
proximate cause of his death. Similarly, it then did not consider the
duties of Hudson, the decedent, the hospital, apportionment or
damages on both wrongful death and the daughter’s negligent
infliction of distress claim. 



Karen Warren, age 44, was a part of a group of eight bicyclists who were
riding on the Natchez Trace near MM 120 in Madison County. At the key
moment, Warren was second in the line of riders. They were approaching
another slower-moving bicyclist who was ahead of them on the road. This
bicyclist was Charles Moore. He had set off for a 30 mile ride and had just
finished 15 miles. Moore was preparing to turn around and go back. He was in
a recumbent (lie-down) bicycle that featured a rear-view mirror. There would
be fact disputes about what happened next. Warren recalled (and was advised
by others in her group as her memory was not clear) that Moore made a
sudden u-turn into her path. Her bicycle struck the rear wheel of Moore’s
bicycle and she was thrown. This was the first version, that is, Moore made a
sudden u-turn and failed to use his rear-view mirror to check for the oncoming
bicyclists. Moore recalled he made the u-turn and was fully in the other lane
going in the opposite direction. He believed that Warren entered his lane (as
she swung out to take the “point” on her group ride) and struck him. For the
next few minutes members of Warren’s bike-riding group berated and cursed
Moore. Moore became uncomfortable and rode his bicycle away. A mile or so
from the crash, he was met by a park ranger and he explained his version.
However, it happened Warren was briefly knocked unconscious. She suffered
several injuries in the collision, notably facial fractures and damage to her
teeth. She also had cuts and bruises. 

In this lawsuit, Warren sued Moore and blamed him for the crash. Her theory
was predicated on her version of the events. Moore denied fault and also
initially filed a counterclaim for damage to this bike. He ultimately jettisoned
the counterclaim and at trial it was only Warren’s negligence claim that was
considered. The jury verdict was not a part of the court record. However the
court’s final judgment indicates it was for Moore and that Warren took
nothing.

BICYCLE NEGLIGENCE TRIAL – MADISON COUNTY 



The success we have seen is because of the
way we built our practice. It’s about more than

routine strategies. It’s about creative
resolutions to difficult legal questions. It’s

about how we treat our clients and each other
and how we work together to build the best
possible defense for every single case. It's
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